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1. THE HIDDEN TRADITION
ln 1944, Hannah Arendt publishes her essay, "TheJew as Pariah: The Hidden
Tradition." 1 By this time the German political philosopher has settled down in
her last place of exile, New York City, Europe is at war; European Jews are
sent to the camps, and A.rendt, who was never to shy away from any criticism
directed atJews themselves, reflects upon their fate; she considers any missed
opportunities in their social and political engagement.
Arendt has just completed her first book since writing her dissertation on St.
Augustine,2 a study entitled, Rahel Varnhagen: Ibe Life of afewess. She had
begun the book in 1927, and most of it had been written in Berlin. Yet, Arendt
fled to Paris with the incomplete manuscript in 1933. The book is first to
appear in English translation in 1956.3 Arendt is also writing essays on the
contemporary situation of Jews and Zionism far various American and GermanA.merican papers, and she begins work on what will become her major oeuvre,
Ibe Origins of Totalitarianism. 4 The füst section of Ibe Origins is entitlec.l,
"Antisemitism," and will concern the history of the Jews as well. How could
one understand what had happened to this people, and how could Jews
themselves have prevented these events? These are questions that have
haunted Arendt since the 1930s.
Already, in Rahel Varnhagen , Arendt deplores the lack of political
commitment on the side of)ews, along with their long-standing rejection ofor oblivion to-political action. Moreover, A.rendt adopts two terms in this
• Ali translations are minc, if not otherwise noted. I would like to thank Emily Hagc for the
rcference to the DADA manifesto, and for the copy of thh imagc. An earlicr version of this paper
was publishcd in German hy the Grazer u;uversitatsvcrlag as the first of series of lectures
published by the Jüdisches Centrum, Universitat Graz (2009).
l Hannah Arendt, "TheJew as Pariah: The Hidden Tradition" appeared fir_st injewish Sucial
Studies 6 ,2 (April 1944): 99-122, and later in t hc anthology editcd by Ron H. J:lcldman, Thejews
as Pa1·iab (New York: Grovc Press, 1978), 9 1-95. lt is reprinted in Arendt, 'lbejewisb Writings,
eds. Jerome Kohn and Ron H. Feldman (New York: Schocken, 2007), 275-297.
2 A.rendt, Oer Liebesbegriff bei Augustin: Versuch einer philusuphischen Jnle1pretatio11
(1927) appcared in English as: Love and Saint Augusti11e, eds. Joanna Vecchiarelli Scott and
Julia Che lius Stark (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978).
3 Richard ami Clara Winston translated this first edition , a.nd it was publishcd by thc East and
Wcst Library (London) and the Lco Baeck lnstitute in 1956; rcgarding the publicatío.n history, see
the introduction to ú1e critical edition, Hannah Arendt, Rahet Varnbagen: The Life ofajewess,
ed. Liliane Wcissberg (Baltimore: TheJohns Hopkins University Press, 1997).
4 Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Schocken, 1951).
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book that were defined by Max Weber. She uses them to describe two
possible social positions for Jews. She writes about how Jews within European
society have had the status of 'pariahs'; they are outsiders in legal and cultural
terms. She also writes about how some individual Jews, however, have tried
early on (and for Arendt, this means in the eighteenth century) to cross over
to mainstream society and to become members of an established class. The
Jews that try to approach Gentility are 'parvenus'.
While Jews can do little to fight their pariah position, Arendt tries to show
that becoming a parvenu is the wrong path for aJew. The status of a parvenu
equals onJy self-deception and will do little to alter one's outsider position.
Moreover, in becorning a parvenu a Jew will reject the aclvantages of being in
a pariah position. For Arendt, outsiders have privileges as well. An outsider can
retlect on society more clearly than an insider. Arendt thus calls for 'conscious
pariahs', Jews that embrace their outsider status and become Iucid critics of the
society. ln short, Arendt wants Jews to become politically responsible and
even possess a moral conscience of sorts.
ln her essay on "The Jew as Pariah," Arendt describes an alternative history
of Jewish literature and culture, only to insist once more on the significance
of conscious pariahs. Arendt writes:
That the status of the Jews in Europe has been not only that of an oppressed people
but also of what Max Weber has called a "pariah people" is a fact most clcarly
appreciatccl by those who have had practical cxpcrience of just how ambiguous is
the freedom which emancipation has ensured, and how treachcrous the promise of
equaJity which assimilation has held out. ln their own position as social outcasts
such men rcflect the political status of their entire people. 5

ln her earlier book, Rahel Varnhagen had already served as an example of a
conscious pariah. Rahel converted, married a Gentile, and attempted to becomc
a parvenu. Yet, according to Arendt (not necessarily in accordance with
lústorical records), she reconsidered, ancl insisted proudly 011 her Jewish roots. 6
ln Arendt's essay, "The Jew as Pariah," Rahel is in goocl company. For a
further example Arendt mentions Heinrich Heine. He too was already briefly
mentioned in the earlier book. Heine converts to Protestantism, but continues
to write ancl comment about Germany as aJew from neighbo1ing Paris. Arendt
describes his poetry as that of a clreamer; füled with stories of a "schl.emihl. ,,~
5 Arendt, "The Jew as Pariah: A Hiddcn Tradition, " in Arendt, The Jewish w,•itings, ecls.
Jeromc Kolrn ancl Ron H. 1-'ddman (New York: Sd1ocken , 2007). 275-297, here 276. The
foUowing citations refer to this editio n.
6 Arendt bcgins he r book on Rahel Vamhagen with a statement recorded by Rahel's husband,
Karl August Varnhagen. TI1e statement reports that R.ahcl was happy to have been born a Jewcss.
lt rcpresses Lhe further statement relating the satisfaction about her conversion to Christianity.
ln regard to Arendt 's reading of Rahel, see 01)' introduclion 10 the critical cdition of Arendt, Rabel
Vamhuge11: T7:1e Life ofa Jewess, ed. Lilla.ne Wcissberg (Baltimore: TheJohns Hopkins University
Press, 1997), 3-69.
7 ArendL, "Thc Jew as Pariah,"' 277. See also Ruth lt Wisse, T7Je Sc/Jlemiel as Modern Hero
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1971), 4-5.
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Heine may be a pariah, but he does not identify with any niling class; he
continues to 'imagine' a better society and life, both far the Jews and far
Germany. Far Arendt, Heine's poetry achieves a German-Jewishness that
simply escapes other writers and poets.
Far Arendt, the political activist and writer, Bemard Lazare, is yet another
example of a conscious parvenu. Lazare is able to use his outsider position to
develop a theory of Zionism and to imagine a Jewish state that will be founded,
not on race, but on common conviction. Franz Kafka joins Arendt's group as
well. ln her discussion ofKafka's work, Arendt concentrates on his novel Das
Schlofl (The Castle). ln this novel, the main protagonist, K. awaits a message
from the castle that will enable him to commence his work. K. is torn between
joining the people of the village and identifying with its absent but powerful
master. But by refusing to make a choice, by neither belonging to the village
nor to the castle, K. becomes a revolutionary of sorts. It is not he, but the world
around him, that appears to be out of joint. 8
Still, there is another figure Arendt insists upon: Charlie Chaplin. For
Arendt, Chaplin is less of a "schlemihl" and more of a typical "suspect. "9 He is
a figure always ready to be blamed, but also ready to escape conviction;
Chaplin is an outsider, but able to point at the general humanity of all human
beings. As a "Little Man," he remains victorious.
As her examples show, Arendt does not distinguish between a living person
(Lazare) and a fictional one (K.), between a writer (Heine) and his creation
(Chaplin's tramp). ln her pantheon of conscious pariahs, Arendt includes
figures who can serve as examples far her theory, whether they are imagined
or alive. Only the stories they teli-be they life stories or fiction-are
important. And while Arendt praises Lazare as a Zionist who would be able to
clefine aJewish state without revertiog to a discourse onJewish essence, with
Chaplin, Arendt's account also includes a non-Jew. Indeed, only in a later
English version of her essay cloes Arendt refer to Chaplin's 11011-Jewish
backgrouncl in a footnote. Yet she aclcls the footnote only to make him a
member of another social outsider group- the gipsy (as well as Irish). But in
the proper text, Arenclt's t11eses remain unchanged. 10
Incleecl, how are we to unclerstand the inclusion of Charlie Chaplin into this
group of Jewish conscious pariahs? Is it simply an instance of Arendt's
misperception?

8 ln regard to Arendt's reading of thc work of Franz Kafka, see also Wdssberg, "Critics in
Dark Times: Hannah Arendt Reads Walter Renjamin, " in LitermJ• Friendsbip, Literary Pater11ity:
Essays in Honor of Stanley Comgold, cd. Gerhard Richter (Chapd Hill: University of North
Carolina, 2002), 278-293.
9 Arendt, ··111e Jew as Pariah." 276, 286-288.
10 This footnotc appcars in the English book cditinns of the essay only; sec Arendt, Jewisb
Wrilings, 297, n. l. Here, Arendt writes: "Chaplin has recentl.y dedared that he is of lrish and
Gyp sy descent, but he has been sclcctcd for discussion because, even if not himseu· aJew, hc has
cpitomizcd in an artistic forma character born of the Jewish pai;a.h mentality."
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1. CLOSE-UP

The bowler hat. The tight jacket. The wide trousers. The all-too-large shoes.
The walking stick. The moustache. [Ill. 1] Due to his out-turned feet and
peculiar walk, the whirl of his walking stick and ltis sad glance, sometimes it
seems as if costume and mask already define the figure of Charlie Chaplin. His
identity seems to be comprised of his image and his gestures.
ln 1913, Chaplin moves from England
to America, and one year later he has
already completed his second film for
the Keystone Company. Keystone's
Mack Sennett produces a series of
slapstick comedies and híres Chaplin to
play a clown in this new film, Kid Auto
Races at Venice. Chaplin will play a
person who will constantly and
awkwardly interfere with the filming of a
car race. [Ill. 2] Sennett asks Chaplin to
put together a costume for his role, and
Chaplin appears in the clothes of a
vagabond or tramp. "The moment I wore
these clothes, " Chaplin writes, "costume
and make-up transformed me into the
person whom I was to represent. When
I entered the stage, 'the tramp' was
born." 11 Thus, Chaplin appears as a
tramp in a film about making ftlms, and
he sticks to this figure, without much
further development, until 1936 when
he writes and acts in Modern Times.
The tramp was invented in 1914, at the
beginning of WWI, and Chaplin will
abandon it only a few years before
WWII. With the figure of the tramp
Chaplin devised a role that could be
carried over from film to ftlm, and from
short film to movie. The figure of the
"tramp" mtites his films and turns them
Charlie Chaplin. film still. The Tramp
into a single, coherent oeuvre. Chaplin
(1915). British Film lnstitute
describes the protagonist of these movies
to Sennett in the following way:
11 See Charlie Chaplin, My Autobiograpby (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1964), 144.
David Desser and Lester D. Friedman attempl to define a "Tradition" of thc figure of the shlemihl
in American film that lcads from Chaplin to Woody Allen, see Desser and Priedman, American
Jewish Fifmmakers. 2nd Edition (llrhana: University of Illinois Press, 2004 [ 19931), 39.
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Charlie Chaplin. film still. Kid Auto Races at Venice (1914)

You know, tllis guy has many faces; he is a tramp, a gentleman, a poet, a dreamer,
a lonely man who is longing for love and for adventure. He could play a scientist,
a musician, a duke, and a polo player. Just the same, it would not be beneath him
to pick up a cigarette but from the street or steal some sweets from a bahy. 12

Chaplin does not only play the tramp. He is a protagonist who invents this
figure, who writes the script for it, directs its movies, and composes the music
for its films. He is both author and actor in a movie business in which
authorship, in the traditional sense, could already no longer be maintained.
For his public, Charlie Chaplin is the tramp and thus a symbol of the new
medium of film. The tramp stands for the victory of film as modern
entertainment.
By the beginning of the twenties, Chaplin's image has become a general
cultural signifier. It is recognizat;>le with a few strokes of the pen. But Chaplin's
tramp is more than an image. Chaplin moves in a rhythm of his own. He is
neither too slow nor too fast. His gestures are at times exceedingly cotTect and
almost mechanical. At the same time, Chaplin struggles with the objects of his
surrounding, especially mechanical objects and machines. This is particularly
apparent in Modern Times, Chaplin's satire of Frederick Taylor's attempts to
modernize industrial production, which cuhninates in the invention of
assembly lines. [fil. 3] Chaplin is a master of situational comedy that rests on

12 Chaplin, My Autobiogrnphy, 144.
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Charlie Chaplin. film still. Modern Times (1936)

movement and he manipulates his gestures for the screen- with the help of
the speed of the projection machines, which are reproducing his gestures on
screen.
Chaplin's films were shown, not only in his native England, but in the
deepest provinces, in America and in Europe, as well. The incongruity of
Chaplin's gestures also appeal to a new European art movement, DADA, on
whose manifestoes-here, for example, a Serbian one-Chaplin appears. 13 [Ill.
4) Writings on Chaplin and visual renderings of him prolifernte in the twenties
in Central Europe and in France, where he is simply known as "Charlut." 14
While his gestures can be viewed as awkward, the grown man appears closer
to the stage of childhood. The trnmp is always innocent, he is just leaming to
walk and to move; be tries to understand his surroundings and takes every
suggestion quite literaUy. ln his na'ivité, Chaplin is not only a tramp, but he is
known as "The Little Tramp. "15

13 Ve Poljanski and Ljubomir Micic, DaDa-Jok, Zagreb 1922. TI1e pamphleL was at the samc
Lime an anti-Oada manifesto; "jok" mcans "no" in Turk.ish. ln translation from Serbo-Croatiall
and Turkish , thc title rneans "Yes Yes No." An English trnnslation of the manifesto appeared in
Dawn Ades, Ed. , 17n DADA Reader: A Crit icaf Anthology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2006), Part Ten. See also the clissertation by Emily Hage, "New York and European OaDa Art
Joumals, 1916-1926: lntemational Venues of Exchange" (University of Pennsylvania, 2005) IV, 28.
14 For a bibliogrnphical account, see Lennart Eriksson in Adolphe Nysenholc, Eds., Charlie
Chaplin: His Rejlection in Modern Times (Berlin: Mouton de Grnyter, 1991), 229-337. See also thc
chapter on "French Surrealism and American Cínema" ín Matthew Witkovsky's clissertation, "AvantGarde and Center: ücv tsil ín Czech Culture, 1918-1938" (University of Penn~-ylv;uúa, 2002).
15 Sec Peter Cotes und Thelma Niklaus, Tbe littfe Fellow. The Ufe and Work of Cbarles
Spencer Cbapliu, preface by Somerset Maugham (London: Paul Elek, 195 l ) , passim.
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Chaplin's figure and his movements elicit laughter; in his presence, objects
are out of control and end in chaos. ln the Human Condition, Arendt would
later distinguish between labor and work. 16 Chaplin labors with his body, but
he does not work to produce objects· of any use. Indeed, in his rejection of
work, he sometimes resembles the upper classes. He can switch roles with
ease, even if this will end in ch~os. But because Chaplin can play a duke, but
cannot be a duke, any switch of roles has to be temporary, and has to be
reversed at the end of each film. His film, City Lights (1931), makes this
obvious. Chaplin achieves an "elevated" social position here (both literally
and metaphorically), but only temporarily. [Ill. 5] Thus, when the tramp
becomes a master, he embodies the tme inaccessibility of tb.is position as well.
Chaplin 's f.ilms present a social strucn1re that cannot change, and the
aud.ience's laughter confirms the recogn.ition of this fact.

16 Hannah Arendt, 1be Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Prc:ss, 1958).
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Charlie Chaplin. film still. City Lights (1931)

It may not be without significance that Chaplin's tramp appears on the
screen between 1914 and 1936. On the one hand, Chaplin's tramp stands in
the tradition of slapstick elements and pantomines that encompass British and
American vaudeville and the Italian commedia del'arte. But inAmerica at that
time, the tramp is part of a social reality as well, and the object of political
concern as well as scholarly study. ln 1923 Nels Anderson published a study
far the Chicago Council of Social Agencies under the direction of the
Committee of Homeless Men. Anderson had conducted field research and
defined the social problem as "hobohemia. "17 ln Chicago there were between
30,000 and 75,000 homeless people at that time. 18 To comment on this
problem, Anderson cites an unpublished article written in 1917 by the
journalist Harry M. Beardsley. ln the article, Beardsley describes the social
situation by turning to geography, and comparing it to the theater world: "All
that Broadway is to the actors of America, West Madison is to its habitués-and
more. Every institution ofthe Rialto is paralleled by one in West Madison. West
Madison Street is the Rialto of the hobo. " 19 The theater already serves as a
model for social perception.

17 Nels Anderson, The Hobo. The Sociology ofthe Homeless Man. A Study p,-epmredJor the
Chicago Council of Social Agencies under the Direction of the Commitlee on Home/ess Men
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1923), 3.
18 Anderson, The Hobo, 3.
19 Anderson, T7Je Huba , 3. The first chapter of Anderson's book is entitled, "Hobohcmia
Defmed."
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ln 1934, Thomas Minehan published an illustrated study on Boy and Girl

Tramps of America.20 Minehan observed people who had lost their jobs in
1929 and had to live on the streets. However, despite the title of his study,
women hardly appear in his or other studies on the subject. Ben Reitman's
"Sister of the Road," the autobiography of "Boxcar Bertha," as told to the
editor, is a rare exception. 21 [Ill. 6] Minehan writes, "ln company with millions
of other Americans who have heard the panhandlers' pleas for a couple of
n.ickels for a cup of coffee, I often wondered what the man who is down and
out thinks of us and of our civilization. "22 He continues in less scholarly prose
and more in the style of a film noir movie script:
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Book announcement. Ben Reitman (Ed.). Sister of the Road: The Autobiography of Boxcar Berlha
as Told to Ben Reitman (New York: Gold Label Books. 1937)

20 Thomas Minehan, Boys and Girl Tramps of America. With Photographs by the Author
(New York: Grosset, 1934).
21 Ben Reitman, Sister of tbe Road: The Autobiography of Boxcar Be1"tl1a (New York: Gold
Label, 1937).
22 Minehan, Boys and Girl Trainps ofAme,·íca, xi.
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And how could it be ascertained? Were the men, I asked myself, any more truthful
with each other? Would a man living o n relief line learn more than an investigator
talking to men on the streets or to social cases across an interviewer's desk? O ne
evening in November, 1932, I disguised myself in old clothes and stood ina bread
line in the cold and ra.in.
The experience was memorable. I can still see the ragged cold line of men shivering
in the rain ... They seemed like som e strange night c reatures w ho stirred abroad
from caves and water holes.2.1

Unknown photographers took some of the images of hobos, beggars, and
tramps, published in these studies, whereas other photographers, like
Dorothea Lange, are well known today. [Ill. 7] Lange worked for the Farm
Security Administration and took photographs of the homeless in California. 24
These pictures do not show any men in cities of night and fog, but rather men
on the open road-versions of Chaplin's tramp. [Ill. 8] Lange concentrates on
the male figures that are moving away from the viewer. 25
Chaplin's image, we must assume, has influenced the scholarly studies on
unemployment of the time. How can his figure be contained?

II. THE TRAMP

Although many of the American homeless people of the twenties and thirties
are clescribed as unwilling to move-as standing in cues-Chaplin has to be in
constant movement. The tramp and Chaplin have no permanent residence.
He has to change locations and find his roots in movement itself. For example,
he does not walk towards the viewers, he moves towards the unknown
di'>tance, the open field . [Ill. 9] The last few images of his early film, The Tra-mp
(1915), show Chaplin on the road and only in City Lights does he receive a
young girl as a companion. [Ill. 10] But the figure of the tramp is very
masculine, mostly alone, self-reliant, and always moving. Would this be a
desirable form of freedom?
At the time, there would be different answers to this question in the United
States, in Germany, and in Eastern Europe. ln America, this tramp would
resemble a cowboy who faces open roads and spaces. The open road is a
familiar view in a country that is conúortable w ith a landscape of vast and
uninhabited expanses. Being on the road couJd signify an exciting adventure.
But unlike the cowboy, the tramp does not return home. He does not own

23 Minchan, Roys and Girl Tramps of America, xi-xii.
24 The photogr.iph is induded ín Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylor, An American Ex odus:
A Reco1·d of Human Erosion in lhe Thil"ties (New York: Reynal ami Ilitc hcock, 1939).
25 ln regartl to the final scenes of Chaplin films, see also J onathan Goldman, "Doublc
Exposure: Charlie Chaplin as Author antl Celehrity," AJ/Cjoumal 7.5 (204), Marcb 29, 2005, 12. http ://journal. .media-culture.org.au/04 l J .05-goltlman.php.
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Dorothea Lange. ""Migrant
Worker on California Highway"
(June 1935). Farm Security
Administration Collection
(FSA). Library of Congress

Dorothea Lange.
""Next Time. Try the Train··
(California. 1932).
FSA. Library of Congress
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Charlie Chaplin. film still. The Tramp (1915)

land or cattle. He is also not invited to visít; he is trespassing, and there is
always a question as to the ownership of the land. Freedom is that of the
individual who wants to do as he pleases, and here poverty and freedom may
not contr.idict each other.
Germany does not have open, seemingly public spaces, or the same sense
of individual freedom. To be without residence would simply mean to be
without a proper pJace. This is not only to be censured, but it is dangerous for
the well being of the state itself.
ln 1938, in Munich, the Bayrischer Landesverband für Wanderdienst (the
Bavarian county federation of hikers) published a collection of studies on men
"without residence," "a contribution to the new development of space and
human order in the Jarger German Reich. "26 Wili1elm Polligkeit's essay, "Die
Haltung der Volksgemeinschaft gegenüber dem nichtseBhaften Menschen"
[The Stand of the [German] Folk vis-a-vis Men without Proper Residence] , is
induded there and describes a situation against which the whole German
population was to protest:

26 Bayrischt:r Landesverband für Wanderdienst, München (fal.), Der nichtseflhafte Mensch.
Ein Beitrag zur Neugestaltung der Raum= und Menschenordnimg ím Grofldeutschen Reich.
ln cooperation with the Bayrisches Staatsministerium des lnncm (Munich, 1938).
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Charlie Chaplin. film still. City Lighls (1931)

"Malus homo qui in pago faciat et non habeat, ubi consistat, nec res unde
componat etper silvas vadet/ Bad is the human being who lives in the land, but has
nothing to live on, and work with, and just wanders through the woods."
This sentence, which can be found in the Fra.nconian ordinance uf the sixth century,
contains the Measure for the Evaluation of Men without Residence. 27

We learn that hiking, or simply wandering about in the woods, is a form of
physical exercise that presupposes a return to a residence or house. Yet, the
tramp only temporarily stays at a house and then returns to the road. His
direction, his goal, is a very different one. He does not beg for bread to carry
home; moreover, he is lik.e Chaplin, without a home and in constant
movement. Thus, the tramp"becomes a double of the Wanderingjew.
Paradoxically, Hollywood has becorne riot only the capital of the moving
pictures, but also the residence of the people without a home. 28 Neal Gabler
describes how Jewish immigrants to California invent their own empire there.
California becomes a place that will not only invent a new identity for them
27 Wilhelm Polligkeit, "Die Haltung dcr Volksgemeinschaft gegenüber dem nichtseBhaften
Menscben, in: Bayrischer Lamlesverband für Wanderdienst, Der nichtseBhafte Mensch," 17-48,
here 17.
28 See Michael Rogin, Blackface, Wbile Noise:Jewisb lmmigrants in tbe llollywood Melling
Pol (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1996).
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and document their desire for assimilation, but it will also be a new road in the
shape of a movie strip. 29 After WWI, Adolph Zukor offered Chaplin a milliondollar contract to work at his studios30 and then returned to his Eastern
European place of birth to donate money and give presents to relatives and
friends left behind. He brought movies as well, and some other Jewish film
professionals did the same. 31 These movies were greeted with great
enthusiasm. For the Jews in tb.e Eastern European shtetls, film was an
entertainment for the poor, and one that could offer something familiar as
well. Chaplin's figure of the "Little Tramp" resonated w ith an already known
figure in Yiddish literature: dos kleine menschele, the little man.32 ln turn, the
"Llttle Tramp" grew to become a frequent reference in Yiddish literature of the
time. Already in 1916- just a couple ofyears after Chaplin's invention ofthe
figure of the tram p-a novella by Scholem Aleichem mentions Chaplin, as the
characters wonder whether he was a Jew. 33 For the audience in the shtetls
Chaplin is no homeless tramp without work. Rather, he is the Little Man of
Jewish wit. We also have to remember that what is now considered to be a
brand ofJewish wit emerged only in the nineteenth century and in this Eastern
European context. 34 ln Chaplin, the film audience of the shtetl recognized
itself.
The tramp became Chaplin and Chaplin became dos kleine menschele.
ln 1927, Ludwig Davishon published an article in thejüdisches Lexikon
confirming that Chaplin was a Jew. According to Davidshon, Chaplin was
born in 1889 as the son of an Eastern European family called Thonstein , who
had immigrated to England in the mid-nineteenth century. 35 ln 1935, Leo
Glassman referred to this information in his Biographical Encyclopedia of
American Jews and added further details. According to Glassman, Charlie
was the son of Charles and Hannah Thonstein. 36 This i1úormation was in
turn entered in the Hebrew Entsiklopedia Kelalit, published in Tel Aviv
between 1935 and 1937; in this entry Chaplin 's mother's name was
h ebraisized as "Haya (Khaya). "57 In 1948, The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia
suggested that "Chaplin" might have been a form of the Jewish name
"Kaplan. "38

29 Neal Gabler, An Empire of Their Own: How tbe .fews lnvented Hollywood (New York:
Crown), 1998.
30 Gabler, An Empire ofThcir Own, 4 1.
3 1Josef Ilalachmi, "EDella Stripc Dd Guidei/ And He is of the Seed of the Jews," Griffitbiana
25 , 73-74 (2002). 164-174, here 164.
32 Halacluni, "E Della Stripe Dei Guidci/ And Ile is ofthc Sn:<l oftheJews," 164.
33 füid.
34 See Sarah ttlac.:her Cohc.:n, ·•1mroduction," in Cohen , Ed.,.fewisb W,y: lfssays on ] ewish
Humor (Bloomington: University of Indiana Prcss, 1987), 2.
:35 HaladllllÍ, "E Oc.:!Ja Stripe [)c.:i Gui<lei/ And Hc is of the Seed of theJews," 164.
36 Ibid, 167.
37 lhid.
38 Irene Strntc.:nwerth and Hermann Simon, E<ls., Pioniere in Celluloid:Juden ilz derfrüben
Filmwell (Berlin: Hensc.:hel Verlag, 2004), 12:3.
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The rumor about Chaplin's Jewish origins persisted in non-Jewish circles as
well. Chaplin himself confirmed, but also denied, his Jewishness at various
times in various statements and interviews. The question seemed to be an
open one. For the German National Socialists, however, Chaplin's figure and
his peculiar walk were clear marks of his Jewish body image. ln 1937, a still
photograph from The Kid (1921) was included in the collection Der Ewige
Jude [The EternalJew or WanderingJew] with the headline: "Charlie Chaplin
andJackie Coogan. " [ID. 11] Different information about Chaplin was brought
forward in the text attached to the photograph:
Charlie Chaplin, a Galician w ho emigrated to America (his mother was a born
Thonstein) a.nd d1e movie child Jackie Coogan Oakob Cohcn) who hails from the
East, too, and bclongs to Chaplin's following, havc presscd hard on the tcar glands
of those harmless souls who wcrc inspired by gross comical acting to feel sorry for
their poverty, ami laugh about itat dle same timc.

"Charlie Chaplin und Jackie
Coogan" in, Hans Diebow (Ed.).

Der Ewige Jude
(Munich, Verlag Franzeher
Nachf. G.M.B.H. 1937).
brochure accompanying
the exhibit "Der Ewige Jude"
in Munich. Haus der Künste.
1937

...

Cl:Ntltt ~t,.-;ti!I
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ln 1940, Chaplin appeared in the film version of Der Ewige Jude. After the
film was made a comment was added describing how the Jew, Chaplin, was
greeted enthusiastically during his visit in Berlin. 39
One of Chaplin's acquaintances forwarded him the antisemitic brochure
Der Ewige Jude shortly after its publication, and it was this brochure that
inspired Chaplin to consider a film comedy that would deal with the
dictatorship of the Third Reich and its policies regarding Jews. For Chaplin,
Hitler was a dark comedic figure who had copied his moustache; indeed,
Chaplin spoke of Hitler's theft of his own image.40
Chaplin transforms the figure of the tramp in his new movie. The tramp
tums into aJewish barber who retums to the ghetto after the war (presumably
WWI). This barber loses his memory of the past and does not really understand
the changed world. A dictator, Adenoid Hynkel, is in power, but soon the
barber is mistaken for him. He then emboldens the inhabitants of the ghetto
to fight against discrimination.
ln 1941, Chaplin's film Tbe Great Dictator had its premiere, and it was the
first American film that openly dealt with the persecution of the Jews. 41 At the
time, Chaplin lived with the actress Paulette Goddard, who also played his
Jove interest in Tbe Great Dictator; she had already been his partner in City
Lights. Goddard's father was ofJewisb descent. 42 At the time ofthe production
and release of Tbe Great Dictator, Chaplin decided not to de.ny his ownJewish
background, even though it did not exist. Every denial, Chaplin explained,
would "play into the hands of the anti-Semites. "43
The American FBI suspected Chaplin of communist leanings and kept a
close eye on him until 1952, the year in which Chaplin left the United States
for England. 44 The FBI had a secret file on Chaplin, which has meanwhile
become public and available on the internet. The code word for his FBI file
was Israel Thonstein. 45 Thus, not only the curious last name remained, but the
National Socialists' 1939 law concerning Jewish first names also lived on. 46

39 Halacluni, "E Della Stripe Dei Guidei/ And He is of the Seed of the Jews," 167. TI1e film Dcr
Ewige Jude was directed by Fritz Hippler, book by Eberhard Taubert (1940). ln regard to
Chaplin's travel to Berlin, sec also Wolfgang Gersch, Chaplin in Berlin· Illustrie11e Miniatur
1wch Berliner Zeitungen von 1931 (Berlin: Argon, 1989).
40 Sce, for example, Chaplin, My Autobiography, 391, and compare Stratenwerth and Simon,
Pioniere in Celluloid, 124.
41 See Ercns, 'fbejew in Amertcan Cinema (Dloomington: Universicy of Lndiana Press), 1984, 151.
42 See thc popular biography by Joe Morella anú Edward Z. Epstein, Paulette: 17n
Adventurous Life of Paulette Goddard (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985).
43 Stratenwcrth und Simon, Pioniere in Celluloid, S. 124.
44 ln regard to Chaplin·s sympathies for the communist party, see Charles Malanú, Cbaplin
and Amerícan Culture: 'fbe Evolution of a Star Jmage (Ptinceton: Princeton University Press,
1989).
45 See http://www.fadetoblack.com/foi/charliechaplin/.
46 According to a clecree of August 17, 1938, women ofJcwish clescent had to assume the first
name Sarah , and mcn the first name lsrael, hcginningJanuary J , 1939.
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III. IMAGE AND VOICE
The propaganda film Der Ewige Jude refers to Chaplin's European tour in
1931.47 Chaplin visited not only Berlin that year, but also Vienna. Sigmund
Freud, one of Chaplin's admirers, reported ina letter: "ln the last few days,
Charlie Chaplin was in Vienna. I have almost had a chance to see him, but it
was too cold for him, and he left the city ina hurry. "48 At the Vienna railroad
station, however, people were able to witness a historical moment. One of the
reporters offered Chaplin a microphone-and Chaplin spoke.49 Chaplin's voice
became audible for the first time and a presumed Thonstein could intone.
This was, indeed, a momentous event that changed people's perception
of Chaplin as a solely silent figure, although he still insisted on remaining
silent in his film career. ln 1927, Thejazz Singer had its füst screening. The
film was very successful and assured the victory of sound in film. 50 Only
Chaplin continued to reject the new invention. For him, language and film
contradicted each other. For Chaplin, film was related to the pantomime
and not to theater in general. "I find the voice superfluous," Chaplin
explained, the "voice destroys film just as painting destroys sculpture. And
I would rather put rouge on marble cheeks. Cinema is the art of the
pantomime. Otherwise, we could do with the stage. Nothing would be left
to the imagination." 51 Even in 1929, while sound has already begun to replace
silent movies, Chaplin still insists: "Talkies? You can w rite that I hate them!
They ruin one of the oldest arts in the world, the pantomime! They destroy
the incomparable beauty of silence." 52
Chaplin only began to experiment with sound later in his career. City Lights
has a musical score; the tramp sings, but be does not sing with any words that
would make sense. ln Modern Times, as a factory worker Chaplin receives his
instructions from a loud voice audible via a microphone; however, the
language is incomprehensible. ln The Great Dictator, Hynkel gives a

47 Sec Chaplin, Ha/la Europa (Leipzig: P. List, 1928).
48 Sigmund Freud, letter to Max Schiller, March 26, 1931 ; see Freud, Briefe 1873-1939,
second edition, Ernst and Lucie Freud, eds. (Frankfurt/M: S. Fischer Verlag, 1968), 423.
49 See David Robinson, Chaplin: His Life and Art (London: McGraw-Hill, 1985), 430-31.
Chaplin's füst recorded words were: "Gute Tag, gute Tag."
50 Thejazz Singer was directcd by Alan Crosland, 1927. See Donald Crafton, The Talkies:
American Cinema's Transition to Sound 1926-1931 (Berkdey: University of Califomia Press,
1999) in regard to this filt1ú success. Thc Jazz Singer earned about $3,000,000 for Warner
Sn1dios, see Patrícia Erens, 17,ejew in Americtm Cinema, 104.
51 Ch aplin 's rcmark in 1921 is cite<l in Cotes an<l Niklaus, The Little Fel/ow, 69.
52 Chaplin's 1929 interview with a motion picture reporter is cited in Cotes and Niklaus, Tbe
Little Fellow, 60.
53 AJ Hirshfeld created the poster in 1940; intercstingly, one of Hirshfel<l's carliest sketchcs
was a caricature of Jackie Coog,m that was uscd in 1921 to a<lvcrtise the film The Kid. "Garbo
Talks!" was the a<lvertisement for Greta Garbo's first speaktng role in Eugene O'Neill's Anna
Cbristie (1930), <lirected by Clarence Brown. The poster for that film describe<l it as an "All
Talking Picture."
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nonsensical speech that is translated by the written language cards once used
in silent movies. Only at the end of this film does Chaplin himself speak and
ask his audience to resist dictatorship. AJ Hirshfeld comments on this fact in
his movie poster, which states, "He talks." This announcement follows a few
years after the famous "Garbo Talks. "53 [ID. 12]

Al Hirshfeld. poster for the film The Great Dictator (1940)

But in talking, Chaplin has already left his figure of the tramp behind. The
tramp himself cannot talk; at most, one screams at hím. The tramp's
speechlessness forms his secret non-articulate center of his persona, which
Arendt would take up again in her essay in 1944. Arendt explains how, in
articulating tlús tradition, in giving it his own voice, Chaplin turns into aJewish
figure par excellence. Arendt's argument about Chaplin's hidden Jewish
tradition begins with a reference to language:
When it comes to claiming its own in the field of European arts and letters, the
attimde of the Jewish people may best be described as one of reckless magnanimity.
With a grand gesture and w ithout a mummr of protest it has calmly allowed the
credit for its great writers and artists to go to otber peoples, itself receiving in retum
(in punctiliously regular payments) the doubtful privilege of being acclaimed father
of every notorious swindler and mountebank. True enough, there has been a
tendency in recent years to compile long lists of European worthies who might
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conceivably claim Jewish descent, but such lists are more ín the nature of massgraves for the forgotten than of en<luring monuments to the remembered and
cherished. Useful as they may be for the purposes of propaganda (offensive as well
as defensive), they have not succeeded in reclaiming for the Jews any single writer
of note unless he happen to have written specifically in Hebrew or Yi<l<lish. 54

Ironically, Arendt herself füst pens these lines in German and then in English
translation. She is astutely aware of her own linguistic shift. Switching from
German to English-and unable to write in either Hebrew or Yiddish-Arendt
becomes part of the group of authors sbe writes about. She is sensitive to the
question of an author's choice of tongue. Alongside Rahel Varnhagen-who
achieved a great reputation because of her intelligent and spirited
conversation, as well as the dialogues documented via letters-the silent
Chaplin assumes the role of an outsider. His silence avoids language
altogether. ln his silence, he establishes himself as a conscious pariah who
simultaneously remains close to the people:
Ln Chaplin the most unpopular people ín the world inspired what was Iong the most
popular of contemporary figures-not because he was a modern Merry Andrew,
but becausc hc prcsented the revival of a quality long thought to have been killed
by a century of class conflict, namcly, thc cntrancing charm of the Iittle people. 55

As the tramp, Chaplin becomes theJew-the little man who has to confront
the real world, füled with ruses. These ruses are clever, but nevertheless
innocent; they save him from troubles, but also turn him into a suspect. Arendt
describes how Chaplin's relationship to his surroundings makes him a suspect
p.ar excellence. But for Arendt, Chaplin's tramp character does not remain a
timeless onc. He is transformed into one of the stateless refugees of the
nineteen fo1ties, a group in which Arendt would place herself in essays like
"We Refugees. "56 ln his movies, as this little man Chaplin is always threatened
by punishment and tries to evade the persecution of the law. While he is able
to escape at times, he is rnistaken for somebo<ly else at other times and then
punished for deeds that he did not do. His life, free and uncontrolled by
society, seems paradoxically marked by fear at the same time. ln his behavior,
Arendt recognizes an exemplary boldness that no longer exists:
The divinc cffrontcry of the poet who consorts with hcavenly . things ami can
thcrcforc afford to thumb noscs at earthly socicty. On thc contrary, it is a worricd,
careworn impudence- thc kind so familiar to gcnerations ofJews, thc cffrontcry of
the poor "little Yid" who docs not recognizc thc class ordcr of the worl<l because
he secs ín it neither or<ler nor justice for himsclf. 57
54 Arcndt, ''The Jew as Pariah," 275.
55 Ibid. 286.
56 [bid; see also An:n<.lt, "Wc Refugees," in: Arendt, Thefewish W1·itings, 264-274. This essay
was publishe<.I in 1943.
57 Aren<.lt, "ThcJew as Pariah," 288.
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But Chaplin's tramp does not prevail. His figure of the little man becomes
reaJ as a result of the seriousness of the economic depression. Arendt contends
that the unemployment of the reaJ little man in the farties and this reality, just
as that of growing antisemitism, made Chaplin less popular than in previous
decades. 58
Moreover, Chaplin's tramp may not be just any little man. ln the German
edition, Arendt speaks of the "innumerable Jewish falk stories" to which
Chaplin's figure relates. 59 One can assume that Arendt does not view Chaplin
simply as aJew, but as an EasternJew. The popularity oftheJewish tales that
she mentions allude to those by the BaaJ Shem Tov that were discovered by
Martin Buber and then translated and recast far a pre-WWII German public.6o
Indeed, For a GermanJewish woman, these EasternJews are without language.
But the inferior little man who can only fight back via a pantomime becomes,
far Arendt, tbe universal "Little Man" of any country. Popular, close to the
people, and internationaJ all at once, Chaplin becomes a pariah whose
Jewishness she now suggests is self-evident. But this is not Chaplin's full
significance. Once the eternal Jew has turned into a political refugee and a
"stateless" comedian, he can still transcend Jewishness.
ln defining Chaplin's tramp as a suspectJew, Arendt enters this character
into Jewish tradition. For Arendt, this tradition generally failed precisely
because of the neglect or denial of political rebels. Chaplin appears to be
Jewish, he becomes the symbol of a conscious pariah, and he can create a
space in whichJews and other non-privileged people can meet. Arendt writes,
"lt was in this ' little Yid' ... poor in worldly goods but rich in human
experience, that the little man of all peoples most clearly discerned his own
Image." 61 Arendt deplores the fact that the Jewish people did not include
poets of non-Jewish languages in their historical writing and turned them into
a "present" for other peoples instead. As such, she now offers the figure of
Chaplin as her own gift to Jewish tradition: Not a Jew who is a human being,
but the human being who, as a pariah, becomes aJew.

58 Ibid.
59 Arendt, "Die verborgene Tradition ," in: Arendt, Die verborgene Tradition: Acbt Essays
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1976), 46-73, here 61. Tbe Gennan version of this essay appcared
first in Arendt, Secbs Essays. (ser.) Schriften der Wandlung 3, Dolf Stcmbergcr, ed. (lleidelhcrg:
Lambert Schneider, 1948).
60 See abo the dissertation by Violct Lutz, "Romancing the Bali Shem Tov: Martin Buber's
Appropriation of Hasidism in the two early Hasidic books, Die Gescbichte des Rabbi Nachman
(1906) and Die Legende des Baalschem (1908), University of Pcnn~-ylvania, 2006.
6 1 Arendt, "TheJcw as Pariah," 288.
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